This paper describes an experimental system for classroom-based tele-education based on IP multicast. It gives an overview of the system and describes how the system is designed to avoid a single central point of failure. The system supports locally controlled video mixing, provides simple floor arbitration without a central controller, and finally implements a new wavelet-based video compression scheme to achieve better video quality for large screen projection. The new network protocols involved are briefly described.
Introduction
On-line classroom-based tele-teaching impose a unique set of requirements on video conference facilities that are different from desktop-based video conferencing as well as from meeting-room video conferencing. This paper describes an experimental video conference system developed for classroombased tele-teaching over IP multicast. The system provides new solutions to some of the requirements specific to classroom-based tele-teaching.
By classroom-based tele-teaching we understand a teaching situation consisting of a number of classrooms connected by audio and video connections. Each classroom has room for about 30 students and is equipped with large screen projectors, a Smartboard (a PC with a 72 inch touch sensitive display, used for shared slide presentation and application sharing) and various A/V devices (VCRs, DVDs, cameras, microphones etc.). A teacher simultaneously teaches a local audience in one of the rooms together with audiences in remote rooms. The goal is to make the experience as a remote student as close as possible to the experience as a local student.
It is important for the teacher to see whether the remote students are following the lecture and it is also important for the students to be able to see each other so as to create an illusion of one singlealthough distributed -class. Video from remote sites must therefore be mixed, so that all participants have peripheral awareness of each other at all times. Standards-based conference systems rely on a single MCU (Multi-point Conference Unit) to mix and switch video streams from the different participants whereas our system allows locally (as well as remotely) controlled mixing at each site.
Secondly, as technical stability is paramount in a tele-teaching situation, the system must not depend on a single central point of failure. This led us to an IP multicast based system, as H.320 and H.323 based multi-point systems all depend on a central MCU for distributing the conference. It has also been our experience that ISDN-based systems all too often fail during a conference, or fail to connect to the central MCU in the first place.
A third requirement follows from the requirement for automatic video mixing: the system must have a notion of who "has the floor", to let the video system show the current talker in a larger part of the screen. This is complicated by the previous requirement for no central point of failure, but is solved in our system by a multicast floor arbitration protocol.
Last, but not least, the use of large screen projection of video from the remote sites places high demands for video quality on the system. Traditional network video compression schemes suffer from low frame resolution and blocking artifacts when used at low bandwidths. Our system implements a new differential wavelet-based [9] video compression algorithm to achieve better video quality.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: First Section 1.1 discusses related work, then Section 2 gives a technical overview of the components and protocols in the system. Section 3 describes video mixing and scaling while Section 4 describes floor arbitration. Section 5 then goes on to describe the individual network protocols and Section 6 outlines the video compression scheme. Section 7 concludes.
Related Work
Hine, Beattie et al. [4] describe a distance education experiment using the WWW as a means to distribute slide presentations to students sitting at desktop workstations and using CU-SeeMe for video conferencing. As such their setting was different from the setting described here in that our system aims at classroom based teaching with a number of students (typically 30) being taught locally while a comparable number of other students are located in remote classrooms and being taught over the net. For our setting, using CU-SeeMe and a web browser for presentations does not give an acceptable quality of audio/video and slide presentations.
Grebner [3] gives an overview of different instructional materials for use in tele-teaching environments. The systems described here fulfill the role of the third level media: "audio-video conferencing tool". The media "white-board tool" and "shared application tool" are handled by the Smartboard (via Netmeeting). As our system is designed for on-line live teaching, we have not focused on integration with a hypermedia document server, nor with a stored audio/video server.
System Overview
For the purpose of this paper the tele-conference part of each auditorium consists of the following components (see Figure 1 ): the video codec and mixer (called DWIT: Differential Wavelet Integer Transformation), the audio codec and mixer (VAT: Visual Audio Tool [5] ), the video conference control daemon (VCCD), and the control panel.
The control panel centralizes control of the various hardware devices such as curtains, cameras, lighting, VCRs, DVDs, switches, mixers, echo cancellers and projectors as well as the video conference. The control panel is what is called the tele-teaching user terminal by Grebner [3] . The control panels communicate via the Inter-Control Panel Protocol (ICPP). This allows remote control of cameras, mixers etc. This protocol is not described in this paper, as it has been developed by a third party.
The control daemon runs continually at each location. It can start and stop the codecs, as well as control them on the fly. It communicates with the video codec via the codec control protocol (CCP), and with the audio codec via the so-called conference bus built into VAT (a designated host-local IP The standard VAT application has been enhanced to allow control of the microphone gain volume via the conference bus. This makes it possible (via the control daemons) to remotely control microphone gain, something that has repeatedly been necessary in the face of different speakers moving about in the room. Local gain control is still possible, although of limited use.
The DWIT codecs interact via the SCP multicast protocol to negotiate frame formats and floor arbitration.
A previous version of the conference setup used customized versions of the standard Mbone tools VIC [6] and VAT. Starting and controlling this system required interaction with a lot of different hardware devices and manual switching of video and audio signals. A need was felt for an easier to use system with central control of all the different hardware devices. This led us to consider a setup with a central control panel controlling all the hardware devices including an audio/video matrix switch.
Conference setup and control utilizes a meeting place metaphor: as in the real world a meeting takes place at some location: the meeting place. In this case the meeting places are the conferencing locations. A virtual meeting can take place at any one of these locations. Each physical location is associated with one multicast address, as a single physical location cannot participate in more than one virtual meeting at a time. If a meeting is to take place at a location, the multicast address associated with that location is used for distribution of conference data and control. Associating physical locations with static multicast addresses circumvents a number of problems with dynamic allocation of such addresses when a traditional conference call metaphor is used. The meeting place metaphor also transparently supports several parallel sessions in the system. Each session simply takes place in a different meeting place. while still seeing the other student sites in smaller windows, to allow them peripheral awareness of the other remote students. Traditional video conference systems based on H.320 or H.323 rely on a central MCU to mix video and audio sources into a single stream, showing the same layout at all sites. The MCU also presents a single point of failure: if it fails no multi-point conference can take place. VIC does not support mixing and scaling of the received video signals. Each video source is presented in its own window on the desktop screen, or a single source can be selected for output on the video output (on SGI machines).
Our system supports several mixer layouts as exemplified in Figure 2 . New video layouts can be accommodated easily via software. More flexible layouts could be accommodated using movable windows as in the traditional desktop metaphor, but such an interface would require more interaction with the system (for placing the windows) which should require as little interaction as possible, leaving more time and attention to the teaching process.
The mixer layouts can be switched on-the-fly using the Codec Control Protocol (see below), or the codec can change the current layout automatically depending on the floor arbitration information exchanged between the codecs participating in a conference.
Flexible video layout and mixing necessitates fast real-time video scaling and mixing in software. This is accomplished using run time code generation of fast anti-aliasing, Bresenham-based video scaling modules. When the geometry of the frames for a video source become known at runtime (when a remote source starts sending) and a particular video layout is known, specialized straight-line C code is generated using the known bounds. The compiler and linker are called, and a dynamically loadable library is created. The compiled code is then dynamically linked into the running codec, and used to scale the video stream to the desired size. Of course, if code for that particular size and layout combination has already been generated it is just dynamically linked in, it is not re-generated.
Floor Arbitration
The term "floor arbitration" refers to the ability to coordinate which of the participants in a conference "has the floor" or is the current primary speaker. This is not to be understood such that only one party can talk at a time, but often it is beneficial to let someone, for example the teacher, have the virtual floor and therefore allocate more resources to the audio/video/data streams that originate from him. Having the floor might imply being shown in a bigger part of the screen at the other sites, being shown in a better quality than the others, and being heard in a better quality than the rest of the participants. At most one site can have the floor at any one time, and the floor may be empty yielding a symmetric conference. Our floor arbitration aims at coordinating who has the virtual floor among the conference sites, it does not attempt to try to control the physical floor among the participants at any single site. Currently, the virtual floor is controlled manually, but controlling it using voice switching or gestures are options that we are working on. Floor arbitration information is distributed via the multicast SCP protocol described below. This paper talks about "floor arbitration" as opposed to floor control, as there is no single "controller". There is nothing in the protocol to prevent participating sites from taking the floor at will. Contention must be resolved by social conventions, just as in real life meetings. One other option would be to ask the current holder of the floor for permission to enter, but this requires more interaction with the system (the holder of the floor must explicitly give the floor to the other participant). A second option would be to elect a conductor of a session (a session chair) and build this into the protocol, but for a typical teaching situation such an extra person is not necessary.
H.320 based conferencing supports centralized floor control with a conductor via the T.124 Generic Conference Control protocol. Traditionally, little emphasis has been placed on floor control in the Mbone world [13] .
Control Protocols

Video Conference Control
The VCCP protocol allows the control panel to control and obtain status information from the audio and video codecs. It also gives the control panel access to the floor arbitration information exchanged between the video codecs. The codecs can be started and stopped via this protocol, and many codec parameters can be adjusted on the fly.
The main purpose of VCCP is to allow the control panel to control the codecs as if they were hardware devices. It provides the control panel with the notion of places, and it implements much of the floor arbitration mechanism (what should happen when a site takes the floor). The control panel, therefore, does not need to care about multicast addresses and ports. Also, controlling VAT via the conference bus is substantially different from controlling DWIT via CCP. The VCCD unifies these from the point of view of the control panel. Figure 3 shows the layering of all the involved protocols.
VCCP is layered on top of TCP, and is a protocol in the same family as SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol [14] and NNTP (Network News Transfer Protocol [7] ). A TCP connection to the VCCD is made and establishes a session with the server. Commands are line based to make debugging via telnet easy. A session is expected to persist during a conference, and several commands can be exchanged across the session. The command verbs of the current version of the protocol are listed below: Give the floor to place2 in meeting at place1 GETLAYOUT Get the current video layout SETLAYOUT number Set current video layout CONFLAYOUT place slot Place video from place in slot GETVOL Get current microphone gain SETVOL level Set microphone gain GETPLACES Get a list of meeting places QUIT Stop the session
In the future the protocol will be extended with authentication features to avoid abuse by third parties. Version two of the protocol allows the server to send unsolicited UPDATE messages to its clients to notify them of any state changes caused by other clients. This eases particular styles of client implementation.
Session Control
Receivers need to be told a number of things about a video stream: the frame size, the name and address of the sender, the sender which currently has "the floor" and so on.
The DWIT codec implements the Session Control Protocol (SCP) for this purpose. SCP packets are sent to the same (multicast or unicast) IP address as the video stream, but to a different port. Each sender periodically (once every few seconds) sends an SCP announcement telling other participants in a conference about the video format sent, sender information, and control information. A sender may also be forced to send an SCP message when it is told (via the codec control protocol described below) to enter or leave the floor.
SCP is itself a layered protocol on top of UDP. Generic SCP messages contain a version number, a place name, an e-mail address and a MIME type string indicating the format of the rest of the message. DWIT specific SCP messages have a MIME type of "video/dwit", and contains source and destination addresses as used by the sender, a version number for the codec algorithm and floor arbitration information. The place names carried in the SCP messages may be used to display captions on the various video sources, and can also be used in explicit placing of specific sources in specific slots. SCP message fields are binary coded in network byte order, strings are coded with a preceding length field, and natural alignment of data types is enforced.
Receivers are unable to decode a video stream from a sender until they receive an associated SCP message informing them about the frame format. A DWIT specific SCP message has the following fields: The src-addr and src-port fields are used to associate incoming data packets with the appropriate SCP message.
Codec Control
In practice it is important to be able to adjust various codec parameters (video layout, compression parameters, floor arbitration) on the fly while the codec is running. This is accomplished via the Codec Control Protocol (CCP). The codec acts as a server, listening for TCP connections from controlling clients, and acts upon the commands they give. CCP is implemented on top of TCP in order to be able to get a reliable connection as well as to give status feedback to indicate whether the control command succeeded.
The CCP allows control of display layout, placement of sources in display slots and on-floor status. Quality of service parameters such as frame rate, bandwidth limits and other compression parameters can also be controlled. CCP also allows access to statistics such as achieved frame rate, bandwidth used, participant sites in a conference etc. Parameter control via CCP is achieved either through a command line tool or via the VCCD which is again controlled from the control panel.
Video Compression
The DWIT video codec implements a new video compression scheme that will be outlined here, but is described in more detail in a forthcoming paper [11] . The compression scheme is based on integer wavelet transformation [2, 1] which has the advantages over DCT based schemes such as JPEG, MPEG-1 and 2, and H.261 that it provides better energy compaction for natural images, and does not suffer from blocking artifacts at high compression rates. The integer transformation allows perfect reconstruction (at low compression rates) and thus does not have any systemic error as do floating-and fixed-point wavelet transformations. The integer transformation used also allows a fast implementation using only integer shift, add, and subtract operations to implement the transform.
The lossless image transformation operates on entire frames at a time to avoid blocking artifacts, but the ensuing bit transmission is block-based, sending the coefficients for small image blocks at a time. To achieve acceptable frame rates the transformation and coding must occur in parallel with grabbing the next frame. Figure 4 depicts the data flow of the video codec. Individual frames are grabbed in interleaved 8-bit 4:2:2 format 1 , reformatted into separate 16-bit Y, U, and V components, then the 2D wavelet decomposition is applied to all three components. The block coder codes each K × K (where K is 8, 16 or 32) sub-picture into a bit-stream which is packed into UDP packets (several blocks in one packet) and transmitted over the net (possibly multicast). On the receiving side packets are received and decoded into K × K blocks. When all blocks for a frame are received, 2D wavelet reconstruction is performed on the frame which is then scaled, reformatted back to interleaved 8-bit 4:2:2 format and mixed into the video output frame.
The lossy bit transmission scheme is different from, but closely related to the state of the art SPIHT compression scheme [15] . Our scheme only needs to visit each transformed coefficient once per block thus allowing efficient implementation.
Inter-frame compression is achieved by the conditional transmission of coefficient difference blocks, instead of absolute blocks. For blocks with little or no change between frames, encoding the coefficient differences between frames instead of the absolute coefficients is beneficial. For blocks with lots of change between frames, the algorithm dynamically adjusts by sending reference blocks earlier than otherwise needed. To efficiently compress whole groups of blocks with no motion between frames, groups of such empty blocks are compressed using a run-length Rice code [12, 8] .
Video compression, decompression and transmission is implemented entirely in software on a 250 MHz SGI Octane workstation. It is one of the first real-time software integer-wavelet-based codecs. The C++ source code may be obtained from http://www.daimi.au.dk/%7Epoe/-dwithome.html.
The table below shows the relation between resolution and the highest sustained transmitted frame rate with the currently implemented codec on the Octane without sacrificing quality. These measurements were made with one machine simultaneously grabbing, coding, transmitting, receiving, decoding and displaying a video sequence from a camera. The frame rates are averages over 5 second intervals. As can be seen from the above table, the achievable frame rates are not as high as could be desired at high resolutions. Work is still going on to improve the performance, but faster hardware (or specific hardware support) will eventually be needed to achieve better performance. Both VAT and the video codec can run on other common Unix workstations (e.g. Linux) allowing desktop users to participate in a session being taught from a classroom. The video codec is designed to make use of the packet marking of the DiffServ proposal [10] for bandwidth reservation.
Resolution
Conclusion and Future Work
We have described an experimental system for classroom-based tele-teaching, and how it provides support for video mixing and distributed floor arbitration without a single central point of failure. The system also implements a new wavelet-based video compression scheme to achieve better video quality as required by large screen projection.
The system described in this paper provides a platform for both regular tele-teaching and experiments with new protocols, new video compression schemes as well as pedagogical experiments in a real-use setting. It is currently in use between two universities in Denmark, and being used for regular courses, as well as for meetings and some experimentation. Teaching sessions may also extend to remote desktop users equipped with camera, microphone and speakers, as the software runs on a standard workstation over IP multicast. Such users will not use the VCCD as they are not equipped with a control panel. Instead they may control their end of a meeting via command line tools or a web browser interface. Work is going on to extend the video codec with a layered transmission scheme so that students on low bandwidth connections may follow a session in lower quality than sites with more available bandwidth. The two university sites are currently connected by a 2 Mbit half-duplex line dedicated to the conference system. Work is going on to deploy the system at more sites as well as to increase bandwidth.
Our system allows us and students to experiment with different protocols and procedures. A traditional H.320 ISDN or H.323 IP-based video conference setup is typically a black box solution that does not allow changing video and audio compression algorithms, and does not allow experiments with control protocols.
We are working on integrating motion-based camera control into the video coder, such that a camera on a tilt-swivel base can track the motion in the scene before it. This may for example be used to automatically follow a teacher in front of a blackboard. The motion detection algorithms can re-use much of the information already present in the video coder.
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